From the Viking word-hoard : a dictionary of Scandinavian words in the languages of Britain and Ireland / Diarmaid Ó Muirithe

Samuel Johnson, the Ossian fraud, and the Celtic revival in Great Britain and Ireland / Thomas M. Curley

Through the language glass : why the world looks different in other languages / Guy Deutscher

The seer in Celtic and other traditions / deasaichte le Hilda Ellis Davidson

Learning to divide the world : education at empire's end / John Willinsky

Scotland, Britain, empire : writing the Highlands, 1760-1860 / Kenneth McNeil

An introduction to Gaelic fiction

Small expectations / Donald S. Murray

Praising the guga / Donald S. Murray

Scots : a statement of principles : a road forrit for the Scots language in a multilingual Scotland / [text an owersets bi Colin Donati ... [et al.]]

Between Alps and Adriatic : the Slovenes in the European Union / Bojan Brezigar

Brittany : a language in search of a future / Per Denez

Language in Friesland / D. Gorter ... [et al.]

The poor had no lawyers : who owns Scotland and how they got it / Andy Wightman
The Scots: a genetic journey / Alistair Moffat agus James F. Wilson

Domination and lordship: Scotland, 1070-1230 / Richard D. Oram

A traveller's life: the autobiography of Sheila Stewart

The road to Maggieknockater: exploring Aberdeen and the North-east through its place-names / Robert Smith

Jack and the Devil's purse: Scottish traveller tales

The land where I belong: fifty years in focus in the Highlands and Islands: Duncan Macpherson: photographer and pharmacist, 1882-1966 / Mary Carmichael [foreword by Cailean Maclean]

Return to Patagonia / Greta Mackenzie

None dare oppose: the laird, the beast and the people of Lewis / John MacLeod

The archaeological landscape of Bute / George Geddes agus Alex Hale

Photographers of the Western Isles / Martin Padget

Cultural retention and adaptation among the Highland Scots of Carolina / James Roderick MacDonald

Dreach plana Gàidhlig NHS na Gàidhealtachd

Dreach plana Gàidhlig: Sgriobhainn co-chomhairleachaidh

Plana cànan na Gàidhlig = Gaelic language policy

Dreachd plana Gàidhlig = Draft Gaelic language plan

Dreachd plana Gàidhlig - Gailearaidhean Nàiseanta na h-Alba

Plana Gàidhlig, Iomairt na Gàidhealtachd 's nan Eilean, 2009-12

Jon Schueler: to the North / Gerald Nordland, Richard Ingleby

Scottish Gaelic in twelve weeks / Roibeard Ó Maolalaigh cuide ri Iain MacAonghuis

The illustrated encyclopedia of tartan: a complete history and visual guide to over 400 famous tartans / Iain Zaczek and Charles Phillips

Eccentric wealth: the Bulloughs of Rum

Donald MacDonald's collection of piobaireachd. Volume 2, manuscript / edited by Roderick D. Cannon with a historical introduction by Keith Sanger and Roderick D. Cannon

Language Teaching in Blended Contexts

West coast tales: riveters, wrecks and ring-netters / Walter Weyndling
St Kilda snapshots based on Lachlan MacDonald's collection

Plant communities of the Scottish Highlands: a study of Scottish mountain, moorland and forest vegetation / D. N. McVean agus D. A. Ratcliffe

The Edinburgh companion to Scottish drama/ Ian Brown (deas.)

Foundations of bilingual education and bilingualism / Colin Baker

A dictionary of Manx place-names / George Broderick

Alasdair Mac Mhaighstir Alasdair: the life in Arisaig of the first Bard of the Gaelic Enlightenment / Elizabeth MacDonald deasaichte le Chas Mac Donald

An Cuilithionn 1939 and unpublished poems / Somhairle MacGill-Eain

The poetry of Sorley MacLean / Emma Dymock

Sangs tae Eimhir: the dàin do Eimhir o Sorley MacLean owerset intae the Lawlan Scots tung/ Derrick McClure

The monarch of the glen: Landseer in the Highlands / Richard Ormond

Aibisidh/ Angus Peter Campbell

Place-names of Scotland/ Iain Taylor

These islands, we sing: an anthology of Scottish islands poetry/ deasaichte le Kevin MacNeil

Centring on the peripheries: studies in Scandinavian, Scottish, Gaelic and Greenlandic literature / deasaichte le Bjarne Thorup Thomsen

Les Écossais: the pioneer Scots of Lower Canada, 1763-1855 / Lucille H. Campey

Barra and Skye: two Hebridean perspectives / Arne Kruse

Irish folk ways / E. Estyn Evans

Folk and farm: essays in honour of A.T. Lucas/ Caoimhín Ó Danachair (deas.)

So you want to learn a language / F.C. Stork

One child, two languages: a guide for preschool educators of children learning English as a second language / Patton O. Tabors

Stirling letters/ Isabella Murray Wright

Language, culture and young children: developing English in the multi-ethnic nursery and infant school / Pat Pinsent (deas.)

Early language / Peter A. de Villiers, Jill G. de Villiers

Verbots learn 101 Scottish Gaelic verbs/ Rory Ryder
Gold under the furze: studies in folk tradition: presented to Caoimhín Ó Danachair / Alan Gailey agus Dáithí Ó hÓgáin (deas.)

Radical hope: ethics in the face of cultural devastation / Jonathan Lear

Collins tracing your Scottish family history / Anthony Adolph

Rannsachadh na Gàidhlig 5 = Fifth Scottish Gaelic Research Conference / Ken Nilsen (deas.)

Steall à iomadh lòn/ Seonaidh Ailig Mac a' Pearsain

Men of spirit and enterprise: Scots and Orkneymen in the Hudson's Bay Company, 1780-1821 / Rigg, Suzanne

Contests and contexts: the Irish language and Ireland's socio-economic development / John Walsh

Rùm do choigreach/ Ann Turnbull

Investigating variation: the effects of social organization and social setting / Nancy C. Dorian

Beartan briste: agus dàin Ghàidhlig eile / Rody Gorman

The Scottish family tree detective: tracing your ancestors in Scotland / Rosemary Bigwood

The last laird of Coll / Mairi Hedderwick

Rìoghachd na h-Alba anns na meadhan-aoisean 400-1450 / David Armstrong

Hebridean childhood: an autobiography / by Norah, Lady Fairfax-Lucy